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Language

English LIVEs:
In Variation Exercises for Today's Classrooms1

1. Underlying assumptions

in a class about language

PRESCRIPTIVELY CORRECT ENGLISH (PCE):

.

Some forms of the language
forms of the language.

always work better (linguistically)

For example,

than other

She is not home today always works

better than She ain't home today.

.
.

The form that is PCE was chosen because
a) The PCE of today should be protected

it works better at all times.
from corrupting

influence

that

would cause decay in its form; b) the PCE of today has already been
corrupted

by modern

slovenly thinking

standards

of yesteryear.

and should be reformed

to the

RHETORICALLY CORRECT ENGLISH (RCE):

.

Some forms of the language

work better in certain

contexts

than other

forms. For examp~e, She ain't home today will work better than She is not
home today in some, but not all, contexts.

.

No institutionalized
appropriate
audience,

.

authority

language

exists to govern language

production

production.

The

is governed by the agent's intention,

the

and the message.

a) The RCE of any particular
change is part of what human

context will necessarily
language

change because

is; b) the RCE of any particular

context will most likely be different from the RCE of yesteryear

but in no

way can it be superior.
I This presentation
has been inspired by the work ofWalt Wolfram. I would like to thank Erik Thomas for
his technical expertise and assistant with jr/, Megan Jones for her knowledge of British English and
determiner variation, and Jennifer Smith for Scottish j r j s and other expert advice. Kristen Denham and
Anne Lobeck provide helpful comments. Support for research knowledge incorporated
in this paper comes
from the NSF (BCS-9982647), West Virginia University, the Eberly College of Arts and Sciences, and the
Department of English. Many of the words cited as examples were checked in the Oxford English
Dictionary, http:j j dictionary.oed.comj.
The Chaucer selection comes from
http:j jicg.harvard.edu/
-chaucerj.
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2. Possible ordering

English LIVEs

of variables

in English

VariabJes

Regular Past Tense

Regular Plurals

Itregular PaslTertse.

PastlnntJva'tions
'iliPastTe!J1sEtarn:;:l
, Pluralf9trr1s

.
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English LIVEs

3. Regular past tense
2. knit
4. score
6. bag
8.explain
10. cry
12. flex

1. drip
3. kick
5. stretch
7. bat
9. need
11.side

Say each of these verbs out-loud in the past tense and note the sound of the
past tense marker for each of them. Sort the verbs into one of the following
three columns according to which past tense marker attaches to them.

[tJ

4. Historical

[d]

[Id]

accidents

A.

it by the sofa.
Find: I don't know where he lost it, but he Mind: I don't mind if it makes noise now, but last night I certainly
all the noise it made.

B.

Teach: He was a teacher who taught.
Preach: She was a preacher who

c.

Sink: The boat was about to sink when she fell off; it eventually
Think: The professor had a lot to think about. Eventually, she
about all of it.
Wink: She thought about winking at him, and eventually, he
her.

D.

Speak: Yesterday, she to me.
Leak: Yesterday, the pipe
Seek: For years, I
the desires of my heart.

E.

Steal: Last week, I Feel: Yesterday, she

second base.
the avocado before buying it.
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English LIVEs

5. Past fluctuations
F.

Catch? Yesterday, I
the ball.
(catched or caught on the analogy teach"'taught?)

G.

Drag? Yesterday, I
the body to the grave
(dragged or drug on the analog of dig "'dug?)

6. Fluctuations

today

H.

Strive: By the end of the game, she -

I.

Hang: Last month,

J.

Kneel: Last Sunday,

K.

Dive: At the pool, she

L.

Sneak: Yesterday,

Texas

I

I -'

-

to score a goal.

three men. Last week, I The umpire

ten pictures.

down to dust the plate.

five times in a minute.
into the game

7. Fossils

M.

Work: Last week, I wrought iron gate.

N.

Melt: The ice
everywhere.

8. Future

o.

hard to learn to be a blacksmith;

I made a

in the spring, and then the volcano threw molten lava

change

Know: Before I took the test, I thought
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9. Regular plurals

([s], [z], [lz])2

1. cup
3. stitch
5. bike
7. shack
9. tu be
11. cry

2. bus
4. maze
6. bag
8. pain
10. jeep
12. judge

English

LIVEs

Say each of these nouns out-loud in the plural and note the sound of the plural
marker for each. Sort the verbs into one of the following three columns
according to which plural marker attaches to them.
[s]
[z]
[Iz]
,

10. Irregular plurals
a.
focus>
b.
deer>
c.
foot>

d.

ox

11. Plural pattern
551
552
553

12.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

as historical fossils
foci (like locus, syllabus)
deer (like sheep, fish)
feet (like goose, tooth)
> oxen (like child)

of the past

That oon of hem was blynd and myghte nat see,
The one of them was blind and could not see,
But it were with thilke eyen of his mynde
Unless it were with those eyes of his mind
With whiche men seen, after that they ben blynde.
With which men see, after they have become blind.
(G. Chaucer, The Man of Law's Tale)
Modern Innovations:
datum>
data (plural) > data (collective singular)
medium>
media (plural) > media (collective singular)
calf> calves (plural) > (calfs plural; body part); calves (plural; farm animal)
syllabus> syllabuses
foot> foots

2This exercise may not work for all populations. There is a lot of final sibilant devoicing going around the US and
some age groups in some communities may find they have partially voiceless plural markers for plurals such as
beers.
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13. An example of un systematic

English LIVEs

orthographic

/i~
I

<thin>

representation

6

I

I

<Thomas>

14. Different flavors of <r>
a. The horse ran through the worst puddle
b. The harsh coach ran them through the marsh.
15. Different flavors of <1>
a. Leak"" bowl
b. Laugh"" call
c. Probably""
d. Lift

~

control

stall

e. Left,... pull
16. Different flavors of <th>
a. death"" dea[f]
b. ,birth"" bir[f]
c. with (voiceless) ,...with (voiced)
17. Lexical distinctions
a. wreathe""

reef

b. with"" wiff
c. sheath""
do lythe""

e. author""
f.

sloth""

sheaf
life

offer
slough
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